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The proper choice will depend on the interests of the individual, the particular 
phenomena under study, the degree of precision available or arbitrarily decided 
upon, or the method of description which is employed; and each of these criteria 
is largely subject to the discretion of the individual. 
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Second LawSecond Law

d lf li l l iRudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius
(1822 – 1888)

Heat generally cannot

William Thomson alias Lord Kelvin
(1824 – 1907)

No cyclic process exists whose soleHeat generally cannot 
spontaneously flow from a 
material at lower temperature to 

i l hi h

No cyclic process exists whose sole 
effect is to extract heat from a 
single heat bath at temperature T 
d i i l ka material at higher temperature. and convert it entirely to work.  

δQ = TdS (Zürich, 1865)



The famous Laws
Equilibrium Principle -- minus first Law

An isolated, macroscopic system which is placed in an arbitrary
initial state within a finite fixed volume will attain a unique
state of equilibrium.

Second Law (Clausius)
For a non-quasi-static process occurring in a thermally isolated
system, the entropy change between two equilibrium states is
non-negative.

Second Law (Kelvin)
No work can be extracted from a closed equilibrium system
during a cyclic variation of a parameter by an external source.
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Entropy S – content of transformation
„Verwandlungswert“

dS = δQrev T ; δQirrev < δQrev
V TV2, T2

Γrev Γirrev
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Z
Γrev

δQrev

T
∂t

≥ 0 O



SECOND LAW

Quote by Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington:

“If someone points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement
with Maxwell’s equations – then so much the worse for Maxwell’s equations. If it is
found to be contradicted by observation – well, these experimentalists do bungle
things sometimes. But if your theory is found to be against the second law of
thermodynamics I can give you no hope; there is nothing for it but to collapse in
deepest humiliation.“

Freely translated into German:

Falls Ihnen jemand zeigt, dass Ihre Lieblingstheorie des Universums nicht mit den
Maxwellgleichungen übereinstimmt - Pech für die Maxwellgleichungen. Falls die
Beobachtungen ihr widersprechen - nun ja, diese Experimentatoren bauen manchmal
Mist. -- Aber wenn Ihre Theorie nicht mit dem zweiten Hauptsatz der Thermodynamik
übereinstimmt, dann kann ich Ihnen keine Hoffnung machen; ihr bleibt nichts übrig
als in tiefster Schande aufzugeben.



Heat in Thermodynamics 

¢U = 4Q
irrev

+4W
noneq

4Q
irrev

= ¢U ¡4W
noneq

must know must know 
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ABUSE OF ENTROPY 
 
"The tendency of institutions to become larger, more complex, and more centralized is the same 
tendency we see with various forms of technology. The reason for this can be found in the operation 
of the Entropy Law" 
 
"While the Eastern religions have understood the value of minimizing energy flow and lessening the 
accumulation of disorder, it is the Western religions that have understood the linear nature of history, 
which is the other important factor in synthesizing a new religious doctrine in line with the requirements 
of the Entropy Law" 
 
Rifkin and T. Howard, Entropy, A New World View (Granada Publ., London, 1985). 
 
 
"Yet our personal lives also obey the Entropy Law. We go from birth to death". "The Second Law states 
unequivocally that the entropy of open [sic] systems must increase. Since we are all open systems, 
this means that all of us are doomed to die" 
 
J.E. Lovelock, Gaia, A New Look at Life on Earth (OUP, 1987). 
 
 
"Since biological information resides in biological systems and has a physical interpretation, it must be 
subject to the consequences of the second law" 
 
B.H. Weber et al. (Herausg.), Entropy, Information, and Evolution (MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 
1988), p. 177. 
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… and finally … from the Vatican 
 
 

Pope XII: (Pontifical Academy of Sciences, 1952) 
 
 

….The Second thermodynamic Law by Rudolph Clausius on Entropy 
increase gives us certainty that spontaneous, *natural processes* are always 
associated with a certain loss of free exploitable energy, which implies that 
they cease to exist in a closed materialistic, macroscopic system on the 
macroscopic level. This deplorable necessity provides a demonstrative 
testimony to the existence of a higher being   [i.e. God]….. 
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MINUS FIRST LAW vs. SECOND LAW

-1st Law

2nd Law



Vol. 30 (1991) REI'ORTS ON MATHEMA71CAL l'f/YS/CS No. 1 

THE MANY FACETS OF ENTROPY 

A. WEHRL 

Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität Wien, Baltzmanngane 5, A-1090, Wien. Austria 

(Received December 31, 1990) 

Several notions of entropy are discussed: classical entropies (Boltzmann, Gihbs, Shan
non, quantum-mechanical entropy, skcw entropy, among othcr notions as weil as classical and 
quantum-mechanical dynamical entropies. 
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Claude Elwood Shannon 

 

H(x) = ‐ Σ p(x) log2 p(x) 
 

Shannon entropy is a measure of the average uncertainty in the random variable. 

It  is  the number <nx> of bits on  the average required to describe the random 
variable. 

Minimum  expected  number  of  binary  questions  required  to  determine  x  is 
between H(x) and H(x)+1. 

H(x) ≤ nx < H(x) + 1 



 





The Gibbs paradox in thermodynamics

gas A gas B

p,V ,T p,V ,T

gas mixture A+ B

p, 2V ,T

Entropy change:

#S := SA+B ! (SA + SB) = 2R log 2

But is A is identical to B then #S = 0



Specific Generic

Phase space % %̃ = %/{$}
phase space volume dx dx̃ = dx/N!
partition function Z =

!
" e

"!H(x)dx Z̃ = Z/N!
expectations #A$s =

1
Z

!
" Ae

"!Hdx #A$g = 1
Z̃

!
" Ae

"!Hdx̃

Entropy S = "
"T (kT logZ ) S̃ = "

"T (kT log Z̃

Only di"erence between specific and generic view in canonical
ensemble is in the entropy

S̃ = S ! logN! % S ! N logN ! N

(But since N is constant in the canonical ensemble, this term can
be absorbed in in the arbitrary additive constant.)
There are no empirical di"erences between the specific and generic
viewpoints with a fixed N.
But Gibbs prefers generic viewpoint.
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for an ideal gas one gets (ignoring terms depending only on T

S =
3

2
kN logV not extensive

S̃ =
3

2
k logV /N extensive

For the entropy of mixing in the specific point of view

#S = S(2V , 2N) ! 2S(V ,N) = 3kN log 2 same gases

#S = 3kN log 2 di"erent gases

In generic viewpoint

#S = 0

#S = 3kN log 2

Hence, in the generic viewpoint we reproduce the Gibbs paradox of
TD!
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Schrödinger (1952, p.61)

It was a famous paradox pointed out by W.Gibbs that the
same entropy increase must not be taken into account
when the molecules are of the same kind, although,
according to the naive view, di!usion takes place then
too, but unnoticable to us.
The modern view solves this paradox by declaring that
the second case is no real di!usion because exchange
between like particles is not a real event.
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Quantum Demon ? 
A measurement → Increase information → Reduction of entropy

Source: H.S. Leff, Maxwell’s Demon (Adam Hilger, Bristol, 1990) 



Entropy in Stat. Mech. 

S = kB ln(E; V; :::)

Gibbs: G =

µ
1

N ! hDOF

¶Z
d¡ £

¡
E ¡H(q; p; V; :::)

¢

Boltzmann: B = ²0
@ G

@E
/
Z

d¡ ±
¡
E ¡H(q; p; V; :::)

¢

density of states 

QM: G(E; V; :::) =
X

0·Ei·E

1

classical 



canonical: 



Thermodynamic Temperaturee ody a e pe a u e

δQrev = T dS ← thermodynamic entropy

S = S(E, V,N1, N2, ...;M,P, ...)

S(E ) ( ti ) & diff ti bl dS(E, ...): (continuous) & differentiable and

monotonic function of the internal energy Eµ
∂S

∂E

¶
=
1

T

µ
∂E

¶
... T
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The highest temperature 
you can see

Lightning:    

30 000 °C

Fuse soil or sand into glas



Typische Temperaturen [°C]Typische Temperaturen [ C]
Siedepunkt von Stickstoff ‐195.79

Tiefste auf der Erdoberfläche gemessene Temperatur
(Vostok, Antarktis – 21. Juli 1983)

‐89

Höchste auf der Erdoberfläche gemessene Temperatur
(Al’ Aziziyah, Libyen – 13. September 1922)

58

Temperatur in der Thermosphäre der Erde ~  1500
(80 ‐ 650 km über der Erdoberfläche) 

Schmelzpunkt eines Diamanten 3547

Oberflächentemperatur der Sonne (Photosphäre) ~ 5526

Temperatur im Inneren der Sonne ~ 15∙106



Entropy in Stat. Mech. 

S = kB ln(E; V; :::)

Gibbs: G =

µ
1

N ! hDOF

¶Z
d¡ £

¡
E ¡H(q; p; V; :::)

¢

Boltzmann: B = ²0
@ G

@E
/
Z

d¡ ±
¡
E ¡H(q; p; V; :::)

¢

density of states 



DoS

IntDoS

D-Operator

Boltzmann (?) Gibbs (1902), Hertz (1910)
vs.

Microcanonical thermostatistics
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II. MICROCANONICAL DISTRIBUTIONS AND
ENTROPY DEFINITIONS

A. Setup

We consider strictly isolated classical or quantum sys-
tems described by a Hamiltonian H(⇠;Z) where ⇠ de-
notes the microscopic states and Z = (Z1, . . .) com-
prises external control parameters. It will be assumed
throughout that the microscopic dynamics conserves the
energy E, that the energy is bounded from below, E � 0,
and that an ensemble of such systems is described by the
microcanonical density operator

⇢(⇠|E,Z) =
�(E �H)

!
, (1)

where the non-negative normalization constant is given
by the DoS

!(E,Z) = Tr[�(E �H)] � 0 (2)

For classical systems, the trace is defined as a phase-space
integral and for quantum system by a sum or integral
over the basis vectors of the underlying Hilbert space.
The energy derivative of the DoS will be denoted by

⌫(E,Z) = @!/@E, (3)

and the integrated DoS is defined as

⌦(E,Z) = Tr[⇥(E �H)], (4)

so that ! = @⌦/@E (with ⇥ denoting the unit-step func-
tion). We shall assume throughout that ! is continuous
and piecewise di↵erentiable, so that its partial derivatives
are well-defined except for a countable number of singu-
lar points. The expectation value of an observable F (⇠)
with respect to the microcanonical density operator ⇢ is
defined by

hF iE,Z = Tr[F⇢]. (5)

As a special case, the probability density of some observ-
able F (⇠) is given by

%F (f |E,Z) = h�(f � F )iE,Z . (6)

To avoid potential confusion, it may be worthwhile to
stress that, although we will compare di↵erent entropy
functions S(E,Z), all expectation value appearing below
will always be defined with respect to the standard mi-
crocanonical density operator ⇢, as defined in Eq. (1).
That is, expectation values h · iE,Z are always computed
by averaging over microstates that are confined to the
energy shell E.

We adopt units such that the Boltzmann constant
kB = 1. For a given entropy function S(E,Z), the mi-
crocanonical temperature T and the heat capacity C are

obtained according to the rules of thermodynamics by
partial di↵erentiation,

T (E,Z) ⌘
✓
@S

@E

◆�1

, C(E,Z) =

✓
@T

@E

◆�1

. (7)

It is important to point out that the primary thermody-
namic state variables of an isolated system are E and Z,
whereas the temperature T is a derived quantity that,
in general, does not uniquely characterize the thermo-
dynamic state of the system (see detailed discussion in
Sec. II C and Fig. 1 below).
To simplify notation, when writing formulas that con-

tain !,⌦, T , etc., we will not explicitly state the func-
tional dependence on Z anymore, while keeping in mind
that the Hamiltonian can contain several additional con-
trol parameters.

B. Microcanonical entropy candidates

We summarize the most commonly considered micro-
canonical entropy definitions and their related tempera-
tures. In Secs. III, IV and V, these candidates will be
tested as to whether they satisfy the zeroth, first and
second law of thermodynamics.

1. Gibbs entropy

The Gibbs entropy is defined by [1, 2]

SG(E) = ln⌦. (8a)

The associated Gibbs temperature

TG(E) =
⌦

!
(8b)

is always non-negative, TG � 0, and remains finite as
long as ! > 0.
For classical Hamiltonian systems with microstates

(phase-space points) labelled by ⇠ = (⇠1, . . . , ⇠D), it is
straightforward to prove [3] that the Gibbs temperature
satisfies the equipartition theorem,

TG =

⌧
⇠i
@H

@⇠i

�

E

8 i = 1, . . . , D. (9)

We will return to this equation later as it relates directly
to the notion of thermal equilibrium.

2. Boltzmann entropy

The perhaps most popular microcanonical entropy def-
inition is the Boltzmann entropy

SB(E) = ln (✏ !) , (10a)
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8 i = 1, . . . , D. (9)

We will return to this equation later as it relates directly
to the notion of thermal equilibrium.

2. Boltzmann entropy

The perhaps most popular microcanonical entropy def-
inition is the Boltzmann entropy

SB(E) = ln (✏ !) , (10a)
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tems described by a Hamiltonian H(⇠;Z) where ⇠ de-
notes the microscopic states and Z = (Z1, . . .) com-
prises external control parameters. It will be assumed
throughout that the microscopic dynamics conserves the
energy E, that the energy is bounded from below, E � 0,
and that an ensemble of such systems is described by the
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by the DoS
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The energy derivative of the DoS will be denoted by
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and the integrated DoS is defined as
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FIG. 1: Non-uniqueness of microcanonical temperatures illustrated for the integrated DoS from Eq. (19). Left: DoS ! (blue)
and integrated DoS ⌦ (black). Center: Boltzmann entropy SB (blue) and Boltzmann temperature TB (red). Right: Gibbs
entropy SG (black) and Gibbs temperature TG (red). This example shows that, in general, neither the Boltzmann nor the
Gibbs temperature uniquely characterize the thermal state of an isolated system, as the same temperature value can correspond
to very di↵erent energy values. In particular, this means that the microcanonical temperatures of two isolated systems before
thermal coupling generally do not specify the direction of heat flow between the two systems after coupling. Assuming all other
external parameter are kept fixed when two initially isolated systems are brought into contact, the heat transfer between them
has to be computed by comparing the fixed energies E1 and E2 before coupling with the mean energies hE1i12 and hE2i12 after
coupling, where the averages h · i12 are taken with respect to the microcanonical distribution of the combined system at fixed
total energy E12 = E1 + E2 after the coupling.

where ✏ is a small energy constant required to make
the argument of the logarithm dimensionless. The fact
that the definition of SB requires an additional energy
constant ✏ is conceptually displeasing but bears no rele-
vance for physical quantities that are related to deriva-
tives of SB.

The associated Boltzmann temperature

TB(E) =
!

⌫
(11)

becomes negative when ! is a decreasing function of the
energy E, for ⌫ = @!/@E < 0 in this case. Boltzmann
temperature and Gibbs temperature are related by [2]

TB =
TG

1� C�1
G

, (12)

where CG = (@TG/@E)�1 is the Gibbs heat capacity
measured in units of kB. Thus, a small positive Gibbs
heat capacity 0 < CG(E) < 1 implies a negative Boltz-
mann temperature TB < 0 and vice versa.

Unlike the Gibbs temperature TG, the Boltzmann tem-
perature TB does not satisfy the equipartition theorem
for classical Hamiltonian systems,

TB 6=
⌧
⇠i
@H

@⇠i

�

E

8 i = 1, . . . , D. (13)

3. Di↵erential Boltzmann entropy

The energy constant ✏ in Eq. (10a) is sometimes in-
terpreted as a small uncertainty in the system energy E.
Strictly speaking, this interpretation is mathematically
redundant since, according to the postulates of classi-
cal and quantum, systems can at least in principle be

prepared in well-defined energy eigenstates. However,
ignoring this fact for the moment, the uncertainty inter-
pretation suggest a modified microcanonical phase space
probability density [1]

⇢̃(⇠;E, ✏) =
⇥
�
E + ✏�H

�
⇥
�
H � E

�

⌦(E + ✏)� ⌦(E)
. (14)

The Shannon information entropy of this modified den-
sity operator is given by

SD(E, ✏) = �Tr [⇢̃ ln ⇢̃]

= ln [⌦(E + ✏)� ⌦(E)] .
(15a)

Eq. (14) was already discussed by Gibbs [1]. From SD,
one can recover the Boltzmann entropy by expanding the
argument of logarithm for ✏ ! 0,

SD ⇡ ln(✏ !) = SB. (15b)

Note that this is not a systematic Taylor-expansion of SD

itself, but rather of exp(SD). The associated temperature

TD(E, ✏) =
⌦(E + ✏)� ⌦(E)

!(E + ✏)� !(E)
(16a)

approaches for ✏ ! 0 the Boltzmann temperature

TD ⇡ !

⌫
= TB. (16b)

The explicit ✏-dependence in Eq. (16a) disqualifies SD

from being an generic entropy definition for any finite
✏ > 0. We therefore focus below only on the limit ✏ ! 0,
corresponding to Boltzmann entropy SB.
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The associated Gibbs temperature
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is always non-negative, TG � 0, and remains finite as
long as ! > 0.
For classical Hamiltonian systems with microstates

(phase-space points) labelled by ⇠ = (⇠1, . . . , ⇠D), it is
straightforward to prove [3] that the Gibbs temperature
satisfies the equipartition theorem,
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straightforward to prove [3] that the Gibbs temperature
satisfies the equipartition theorem,

TG =

⌧
⇠i
@H

@⇠i

�

E

8 i = 1, . . . , D. (9)

We will return to this equation later as it relates directly
to the notion of thermal equilibrium.

2. Boltzmann entropy

The perhaps most popular microcanonical entropy def-
inition is the Boltzmann entropy

SB(E) = ln (✏ !) , (10a)
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In[1]:= SW@x_, n_, m_, B_D :=
n Log@2D - n ê 2 H1 + x ê Hm B nLL Log@1 + x ê Hm B nLD - n ê 2 H1 - x ê Hm B nLL Log@1 - x ê Hm B nLD

W@x_, n_, m_, B_D := Exp@SW@x, n, m, BDD
W@x_, n_, m_, B_D := Exp@SW@x, n, m, BDD ê H2 m BL
We@x_, n_, m_, B_D := Derivative@1, 0, 0, 0D@WD@x, n, m, BD
WB@x_, n_, m_, B_D := Derivative@0, 0, 0, BD@WD@x, n, m, BD
F@x_, n_, m_, B_D := NIntegrate@W@y, n, m, BD, 8y, -n m B, x<D
FB@x_, n_, m_, B_D := NIntegrate@WB@y, n, m, BD, 8y, -n m B, x<D
S@x_, n_, m_, B_D := Log@F@x, n, m, BDD
T@x_, n_, m_, B_D := F@x, n, m, BD ê W@x, n, m, BD
TW@x_, n_, m_, B_D := W@x, n, m, BD ê We@x, n, m, BD
MW@x_, n_, m_, B_D := WB@x, n, m, BD ê We@x, n, m, BD
M@x_, n_, m_, B_D := -x ê B

In[22]:= n = 10^2;
m = 10^8;
Plot@8SW@e n, n, 1, 1D ê n, S@e n, n, 1, 1D ê n<, 8e, -1, 1<D
Plot@8SW@e m, m, 1, 1D ê m, S@e m, m, 1, 1D ê m<, 8e, -1, 1<D
Plot@8TW@e n, n, 1, 1D, T@e n, n, 1, 1D<, 8e, -1, 1<, PlotRange Ø 8-100, 100<D
Plot@8TW@e m, m, 1, 1D, T@e m, m, 1, 1D<, 8e, -1, 1<, PlotRange Ø 8-100, 100<D
Plot@8MW@e n, n, 1, 1D ê n, M@e n, n, 1, 1D ê n<, 8e, -1, 1<D
Plot@8MW@e m, m, 1, 1D ê m, M@e m, m, 1, 1D ê m<, 8e, -1, 1<D
Clear@n, mD
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‘Non-uniqueness’ of temperature

Temperature does NOT determine direction heat flow.
Energy is primary control parameter of MCE.

4

4. Inverse Gibbs entropy

If the total number of microstates is finite,
⌦1 ⌘ ⌦(1) < 1, as for example in spin models with
upper energy bound, then one can also define a comple-
mentary Gibbs entropy

SC(E) = ln [⌦1 � ⌦(E)] . (17a)

The complementary Gibbs temperature

TC(E) = �⌦1 � ⌦

!
. (17b)

is always negative. In a universe where ⌦1 < 1 holds
for all systems, the complementary Gibbs entropy pro-
vides an alternative thermodynamic description that,
roughly speaking, mirrors the thermodynamics based on
the Gibbs entropy. However, while many (if not all) phys-
ical systems are known to have a finite groundstate en-
ergy, we are not aware of any experimental evidence for
the existence of strict upper energy bounds.

5. Penrose entropy

Another entropy definition proposed by Penrose
reads [5]

SP(E) = ln⌦(E) + ln[⌦1 � ⌦(E)]� ln⌦1. (18a)

For systems with ⌦1 = 1, the Penrose entropy becomes
identical to the Gibbs entropy, assuming a sensible defi-
nition of limE!1 SP, but SP di↵ers from SG for systems
with bounded spectrum. The Penrose temperature

TP(E) =
1

!


1

⌦
� 1

⌦1 � ⌦

��1

(18b)

interpolates between TG and TC if ⌦1 < 1, and is equal
to TG otherwise. The definition (18a) leads to peculiar
ambiguities for systems that are physically equivalent on
the energy interval [0, E1] but di↵er for E > E1 (Fig. 2).
Moreover, the example in Sec. XXX below demonstrates
that, similar to the Boltzmann entropy, the Penrose en-
tropy violates the classical equipartition theorem.

6. Piecewise entropies

Finally, we still mention that one may also define en-
tropies that have di↵erent analytic behaviors on di↵er-
ent energy intervals (e.g, a piecewise combination of the
Gibbs entropy for some energy interval and the com-
plementary Gibbs entropy for a di↵erent energy range).
However, such constructions su↵er from deficiencies due
to the non-analyticities at the interval boundaries, result-
ing in artificial phase transitions.

FIG. 2: Left: DoS ! of two systems A (black) and B (or-
ange) that are physically equivalent over the energy interval
[0,⇡✏], but di↵er for E > ⇡✏. The orange curve corresponds
to Eq. (19). Right: Even though systems A and B are phys-
ically equivalent on the energy interval [0,⇡✏], the Penrose
entropy (solid lines) assigns qualitatively di↵erent tempera-
tures (dashed lines) to them. The diagram also illustrates
that the Penrose temperature TP cannot uniquely character-
ize the thermal state of an isolated system, as di↵erent energy
values E can have the same Penrose temperature.

C. Non-uniqueness of microcanonical temperatures

It is often assumed that temperature tells us in which
direction heat will flow when two bodies are placed in
thermal contact. Although this view may be acceptable
in the case of ‘normal’ systems that possess a monotoni-
cally increasing DoS !, one can easily show that, in gen-
eral, neither the Gibbs temperature nor the Boltzmann
temperature nor any of the other suggested alternatives
are capable of specifying uniquely the direction of heat
flow when two isolated systems become coupled. This is
simply due to the fact that the microcanonical tempera-
ture does not always uniquely characterize the state of an
isolated system before it is coupled to another. To illus-
trate this explicitly, consider as a simple generic example
a system with integrated DoS

⌦(E) = exp


E

2✏
� 1

4
sin

✓
2E

✏

◆�
+

E

2✏
, (19)

where ✏ is some energy scale. The associated DoS is
non-negative and non-monotonic, ! ⌘ @⌦/@E � 0 for
all E � 0. As evident from Fig. 1, neither Gibbs
nor Boltzmann temperature provide a unique thermody-
namic characterization in this case, as the same temper-
ature value can correspond to vastly di↵erent energy val-
ues. It is not di�cult to see that qualitatively similar re-
sults are obtained for all continuous functions ! � 0 that
exhibit at least one local maximum and one local mini-
mum on (E,1). This ambiguity reflects the fact that the
essential control parameter (thermodynamic state vari-
able) of an isolated system is the energy E and not the
temperature.
More generally, this means that microcanonical tem-

peratures do not specify the heat flow between two
initially isolated systems [6] and, therefore, naive
temperature-based heat-flow arguments [7] cannot be
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a hotter body. As evident from the simple yet generic ex-
ample in Sec. II C, the microcanonical temperature T (E)
can be a non-monotonic or even oscillating function of en-
ergy and, therefore, temperature di↵erences do not suf-
fice to specify the direction of heat flow when two initially
isolated systems are brought into thermal contact with
each other.

The deficiencies of the above formulations can be over-
come by resorting to Planck’s version of the second law.
Planck postulated that the sum of entropies of all bod-
ies taking part in some process never decreases. This
formulation is useful as it allows one to test the various
microcanonical entropy definitions. More precisely, if A
and B are two isolated systems with fixed energy values
EA and EB and fixed entropies SA(EA) and SB(EB),
then their entropy after coupling, SAB(EA + EB) must
be larger than the sum of their original entropies,

SAB(EA + EB) � SA(EA) + SB(EB). (38)

We next analyze whether the inequality (38) is fulfilled
by the microcanonical entropy candidates in Sec. II B

A. Gibbs entropy

To verify Eq. (38) for the Gibbs entropy SG = ln⌦, we
have to compare the phase volume of the compound sys-
tems after coupling, ⌦(EA+EB), with the phase volumes
⌦A(EA) and ⌦B(EB) of the subsystems before coupling.
Starting from Eq. (21d), we find

⌦(EA + EB)

=

Z EA+EB

0
dE0 ⌦A(E

0)!B(EA + EB � E0)

=

Z EA+EB

0
dE0

Z E0

0
dE00!A(E

00)!B(EA + EB � E0)

�
Z EA+EB

EA

dE0
Z EA

0
dE00!A(E

00)!B(EA + EB � E0)

=

Z EA

0
dE00!A(E

00)

Z EB

0
dE000!B(E

000)

= ⌦A(EA)⌦B(EB).
(39)

This result implies that the Gibbs entropy of the com-
pound system is always larger than the sum of the Gibbs
entropies of the subsystems before they were brought into
thermal contact:

SGAB(EA + EB) � SGA(EA) + SGB(EB). (40)

Thus, the Gibbs entropy satisfies Planck’s version of the
second law.

B. Boltzmann entropy

To verify Eq. (38) for the Boltzmann entropy SG =
ln(✏!), we have to compare the ✏-scaled DOS of the com-

pound systems after coupling, ✏!(EA + EB), with the
product of the ✏-scaled DOS ✏!A(EA) and ✏!B(EB) be-
fore the coupling. But, according to Eq. (21b), we have

✏!(EA+EB) = ✏

Z EA+EB

0
dE0!A(E

0)!B(EA+EB�E0),

(41)
which can be larger or smaller than ✏2!A(EA)!B(EB).
Thus, there is no strict relation between Boltzmann en-
tropy of the compound system and the Boltzmann en-
tropies of the subsystems before contact. That is, the
Boltzmann entropy violates the Planck version of the sec-
ond law for certain systems, as we will show in Sec. VIC
with an example.

One might try to ‘rescue’ the Boltzmann entropy from
failing the Planck’s second law by assuming that ✏ may
always be chosen ‘su�ciently’ (i.e., infinitesimally) small,
so that the entropy ordering is governed by the powers
of ✏. Perhaps, a more appealing solution is provided by
the modified definition (15a) of the Boltzmann entropy
that is based on the Shannon entropy. This Shannon
entropy does satisfy Planck’s version of the second law
(but fails the zeroth and first law).

[Comment (Stefan): I guess we should also

show explicitly that the Shannon version of the

Boltzmann entropy satisfies the Second Law]

VI. EXAMPLES

discuss only on the level of prototypical DOS. DOS
prototypes suggested for examples

• normal system: simple power-law DOS (like classi-
cal ideal gas)

• anormal system: upside-down parabola (i.e.
quadratic) DOS with lower and upper bound

• system with extra bump: any of the above, but
with additional large and sharp (delta-like) peak at
the energy of your choice (moving the peak around
influences the energy distribution between systems
in contatc without necessarily changing entropies
or temperatures of systems before contact)

• possible further examples could include simple clas-
sical systems with finite ⌦(1)

The DOS of the normal system:

!(E) =
⌦0

✏0

(
(E/✏0)

↵�1
, 0 < E

0 , otherwise.
(42)

The DOS of the anormal system:

!̂
�
E
�
=

6⌦1
E+

8
<

:

E (E+ � E)

E2
+

, 0 < E < E+

0 , otherwise.
(43)
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a hotter body. As evident from the simple yet generic ex-
ample in Sec. II C, the microcanonical temperature T (E)
can be a non-monotonic or even oscillating function of en-
ergy and, therefore, temperature di↵erences do not suf-
fice to specify the direction of heat flow when two initially
isolated systems are brought into thermal contact with
each other.

The deficiencies of the above formulations can be over-
come by resorting to Planck’s version of the second law.
Planck postulated that the sum of entropies of all bod-
ies taking part in some process never decreases. This
formulation is useful as it allows one to test the various
microcanonical entropy definitions. More precisely, if A
and B are two isolated systems with fixed energy values
EA and EB and fixed entropies SA(EA) and SB(EB),
then their entropy after coupling, SAB(EA + EB) must
be larger than the sum of their original entropies,

SAB(EA + EB) � SA(EA) + SB(EB). (38)

We next analyze whether the inequality (38) is fulfilled
by the microcanonical entropy candidates in Sec. II B

A. Gibbs entropy

To verify Eq. (38) for the Gibbs entropy SG = ln⌦, we
have to compare the phase volume of the compound sys-
tems after coupling, ⌦(EA+EB), with the phase volumes
⌦A(EA) and ⌦B(EB) of the subsystems before coupling.
Starting from Eq. (21d), we find

⌦(EA + EB)

=

Z EA+EB

0
dE0 ⌦A(E

0)!B(EA + EB � E0)

=

Z EA+EB

0
dE0

Z E0

0
dE00!A(E

00)!B(EA + EB � E0)

�
Z EA+EB

EA

dE0
Z EA

0
dE00!A(E

00)!B(EA + EB � E0)

=

Z EA

0
dE00!A(E

00)

Z EB

0
dE000!B(E

000)

= ⌦A(EA)⌦B(EB).
(39)

This result implies that the Gibbs entropy of the com-
pound system is always larger than the sum of the Gibbs
entropies of the subsystems before they were brought into
thermal contact:

SGAB(EA + EB) � SGA(EA) + SGB(EB). (40)

Thus, the Gibbs entropy satisfies Planck’s version of the
second law.

B. Boltzmann entropy

To verify Eq. (38) for the Boltzmann entropy SG =
ln(✏!), we have to compare the ✏-scaled DOS of the com-

pound systems after coupling, ✏!(EA + EB), with the
product of the ✏-scaled DOS ✏!A(EA) and ✏!B(EB) be-
fore the coupling. But, according to Eq. (21b), we have

✏!(EA+EB) = ✏

Z EA+EB

0
dE0!A(E

0)!B(EA+EB�E0),

(41)
which can be larger or smaller than ✏2!A(EA)!B(EB).
Thus, there is no strict relation between Boltzmann en-
tropy of the compound system and the Boltzmann en-
tropies of the subsystems before contact. That is, the
Boltzmann entropy violates the Planck version of the sec-
ond law for certain systems, as we will show in Sec. VIC
with an example.

One might try to ‘rescue’ the Boltzmann entropy from
failing the Planck’s second law by assuming that ✏ may
always be chosen ‘su�ciently’ (i.e., infinitesimally) small,
so that the entropy ordering is governed by the powers
of ✏. Perhaps, a more appealing solution is provided by
the modified definition (15a) of the Boltzmann entropy
that is based on the Shannon entropy. This Shannon
entropy does satisfy Planck’s version of the second law
(but fails the zeroth and first law).

[Comment (Stefan): I guess we should also

show explicitly that the Shannon version of the

Boltzmann entropy satisfies the Second Law]

VI. EXAMPLES

discuss only on the level of prototypical DOS. DOS
prototypes suggested for examples

• normal system: simple power-law DOS (like classi-
cal ideal gas)

• anormal system: upside-down parabola (i.e.
quadratic) DOS with lower and upper bound

• system with extra bump: any of the above, but
with additional large and sharp (delta-like) peak at
the energy of your choice (moving the peak around
influences the energy distribution between systems
in contatc without necessarily changing entropies
or temperatures of systems before contact)

• possible further examples could include simple clas-
sical systems with finite ⌦(1)

The DOS of the normal system:

!(E) =
⌦0

✏0

(
(E/✏0)

↵�1
, 0 < E

0 , otherwise.
(42)

The DOS of the anormal system:

!̂
�
E
�
=

6⌦1
E+

8
<

:

E (E+ � E)

E2
+

, 0 < E < E+

0 , otherwise.
(43)
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a hotter body. As evident from the simple yet generic ex-
ample in Sec. II C, the microcanonical temperature T (E)
can be a non-monotonic or even oscillating function of en-
ergy and, therefore, temperature di↵erences do not suf-
fice to specify the direction of heat flow when two initially
isolated systems are brought into thermal contact with
each other.

The deficiencies of the above formulations can be over-
come by resorting to Planck’s version of the second law.
Planck postulated that the sum of entropies of all bod-
ies taking part in some process never decreases. This
formulation is useful as it allows one to test the various
microcanonical entropy definitions. More precisely, if A
and B are two isolated systems with fixed energy values
EA and EB and fixed entropies SA(EA) and SB(EB),
then their entropy after coupling, SAB(EA + EB) must
be larger than the sum of their original entropies,

SAB(EA + EB) � SA(EA) + SB(EB). (38)

We next analyze whether the inequality (38) is fulfilled
by the microcanonical entropy candidates in Sec. II B

A. Gibbs entropy

To verify Eq. (38) for the Gibbs entropy SG = ln⌦, we
have to compare the phase volume of the compound sys-
tems after coupling, ⌦(EA+EB), with the phase volumes
⌦A(EA) and ⌦B(EB) of the subsystems before coupling.
Starting from Eq. (21d), we find

⌦(EA + EB)

=

Z EA+EB

0
dE0 ⌦A(E

0)!B(EA + EB � E0)

=

Z EA+EB

0
dE0

Z E0

0
dE00!A(E

00)!B(EA + EB � E0)

�
Z EA+EB

EA

dE0
Z EA

0
dE00!A(E

00)!B(EA + EB � E0)

=

Z EA

0
dE00!A(E

00)

Z EB

0
dE000!B(E

000)

= ⌦A(EA)⌦B(EB).
(39)

This result implies that the Gibbs entropy of the com-
pound system is always larger than the sum of the Gibbs
entropies of the subsystems before they were brought into
thermal contact:

SGAB(EA + EB) � SGA(EA) + SGB(EB). (40)

Thus, the Gibbs entropy satisfies Planck’s version of the
second law.

B. Boltzmann entropy

To verify Eq. (38) for the Boltzmann entropy SG =
ln(✏!), we have to compare the ✏-scaled DOS of the com-

pound systems after coupling, ✏!(EA + EB), with the
product of the ✏-scaled DOS ✏!A(EA) and ✏!B(EB) be-
fore the coupling. But, according to Eq. (21b), we have

✏!(EA+EB) = ✏

Z EA+EB

0
dE0!A(E

0)!B(EA+EB�E0),

(41)
which can be larger or smaller than ✏2!A(EA)!B(EB).
Thus, there is no strict relation between Boltzmann en-
tropy of the compound system and the Boltzmann en-
tropies of the subsystems before contact. That is, the
Boltzmann entropy violates the Planck version of the sec-
ond law for certain systems, as we will show in Sec. VIC
with an example.

One might try to ‘rescue’ the Boltzmann entropy from
failing the Planck’s second law by assuming that ✏ may
always be chosen ‘su�ciently’ (i.e., infinitesimally) small,
so that the entropy ordering is governed by the powers
of ✏. Perhaps, a more appealing solution is provided by
the modified definition (15a) of the Boltzmann entropy
that is based on the Shannon entropy. This Shannon
entropy does satisfy Planck’s version of the second law
(but fails the zeroth and first law).

[Comment (Stefan): I guess we should also

show explicitly that the Shannon version of the

Boltzmann entropy satisfies the Second Law]

VI. EXAMPLES

discuss only on the level of prototypical DOS. DOS
prototypes suggested for examples

• normal system: simple power-law DOS (like classi-
cal ideal gas)

• anormal system: upside-down parabola (i.e.
quadratic) DOS with lower and upper bound

• system with extra bump: any of the above, but
with additional large and sharp (delta-like) peak at
the energy of your choice (moving the peak around
influences the energy distribution between systems
in contatc without necessarily changing entropies
or temperatures of systems before contact)

• possible further examples could include simple clas-
sical systems with finite ⌦(1)

The DOS of the normal system:

!(E) =
⌦0

✏0

(
(E/✏0)

↵�1
, 0 < E

0 , otherwise.
(42)

The DOS of the anormal system:

!̂
�
E
�
=

6⌦1
E+

8
<

:

E (E+ � E)

E2
+

, 0 < E < E+

0 , otherwise.
(43)
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II. MICROCANONICAL DISTRIBUTIONS AND
ENTROPY DEFINITIONS

A. Setup

We consider strictly isolated classical or quantum sys-
tems described by a Hamiltonian H(⇠;Z) where ⇠ de-
notes the microscopic states and Z = (Z1, . . .) com-
prises external control parameters. It will be assumed
throughout that the microscopic dynamics conserves the
energy E, that the energy is bounded from below, E � 0,
and that an ensemble of such systems is described by the
microcanonical density operator

⇢(⇠|E,Z) =
�(E �H)

!
, (1)

where the non-negative normalization constant is given
by the DoS

!(E,Z) = Tr[�(E �H)] � 0 (2)

For classical systems, the trace is defined as a phase-space
integral and for quantum system by a sum or integral
over the basis vectors of the underlying Hilbert space.
The energy derivative of the DoS will be denoted by

⌫(E,Z) = @!/@E, (3)

and the integrated DoS is defined as

⌦(E,Z) = Tr[⇥(E �H)], (4)

so that ! = @⌦/@E (with ⇥ denoting the unit-step func-
tion). We shall assume throughout that ! is continuous
and piecewise di↵erentiable, so that its partial derivatives
are well-defined except for a countable number of singu-
lar points. The expectation value of an observable F (⇠)
with respect to the microcanonical density operator ⇢ is
defined by

hF iE,Z = Tr[F⇢]. (5)

As a special case, the probability density of some observ-
able F (⇠) is given by

%F (f |E,Z) = h�(f � F )iE,Z . (6)

To avoid potential confusion, it may be worthwhile to
stress that, although we will compare di↵erent entropy
functions S(E,Z), all expectation value appearing below
will always be defined with respect to the standard mi-
crocanonical density operator ⇢, as defined in Eq. (1).
That is, expectation values h · iE,Z are always computed
by averaging over microstates that are confined to the
energy shell E.

We adopt units such that the Boltzmann constant
kB = 1. For a given entropy function S(E,Z), the mi-
crocanonical temperature T and the heat capacity C are

obtained according to the rules of thermodynamics by
partial di↵erentiation,

T (E,Z) ⌘
✓
@S

@E

◆�1

, C(E,Z) =

✓
@T

@E

◆�1

. (7)

It is important to point out that the primary thermody-
namic state variables of an isolated system are E and Z,
whereas the temperature T is a derived quantity that,
in general, does not uniquely characterize the thermo-
dynamic state of the system (see detailed discussion in
Sec. II C and Fig. 1 below).
To simplify notation, when writing formulas that con-

tain !,⌦, T , etc., we will not explicitly state the func-
tional dependence on Z anymore, while keeping in mind
that the Hamiltonian can contain several additional con-
trol parameters.

B. Microcanonical entropy candidates

We summarize the most commonly considered micro-
canonical entropy definitions and their related tempera-
tures. In Secs. III, IV and V, these candidates will be
tested as to whether they satisfy the zeroth, first and
second law of thermodynamics.

1. Gibbs entropy

The Gibbs entropy is defined by [1, 2]

SG(E) = ln⌦. (8a)

The associated Gibbs temperature

TG(E) =
⌦

!
(8b)

is always non-negative, TG � 0, and remains finite as
long as ! > 0.
For classical Hamiltonian systems with microstates

(phase-space points) labelled by ⇠ = (⇠1, . . . , ⇠D), it is
straightforward to prove [3] that the Gibbs temperature
satisfies the equipartition theorem,

TG =

⌧
⇠i
@H

@⇠i

�

E

8 i = 1, . . . , D. (9)

We will return to this equation later as it relates directly
to the notion of thermal equilibrium.

2. Boltzmann entropy

The perhaps most popular microcanonical entropy def-
inition is the Boltzmann entropy

SB(E) = ln (✏ !) , (10a)
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II. MICROCANONICAL DISTRIBUTIONS AND
ENTROPY DEFINITIONS

A. Setup

We consider strictly isolated classical or quantum sys-
tems described by a Hamiltonian H(⇠;Z) where ⇠ de-
notes the microscopic states and Z = (Z1, . . .) com-
prises external control parameters. It will be assumed
throughout that the microscopic dynamics conserves the
energy E, that the energy is bounded from below, E � 0,
and that an ensemble of such systems is described by the
microcanonical density operator

⇢(⇠|E,Z) =
�(E �H)

!
, (1)

where the non-negative normalization constant is given
by the DoS

!(E,Z) = Tr[�(E �H)] � 0 (2)

For classical systems, the trace is defined as a phase-space
integral and for quantum system by a sum or integral
over the basis vectors of the underlying Hilbert space.
The energy derivative of the DoS will be denoted by

⌫(E,Z) = @!/@E, (3)

and the integrated DoS is defined as

⌦(E,Z) = Tr[⇥(E �H)], (4)

so that ! = @⌦/@E (with ⇥ denoting the unit-step func-
tion). We shall assume throughout that ! is continuous
and piecewise di↵erentiable, so that its partial derivatives
are well-defined except for a countable number of singu-
lar points. The expectation value of an observable F (⇠)
with respect to the microcanonical density operator ⇢ is
defined by

hF iE,Z = Tr[F⇢]. (5)

As a special case, the probability density of some observ-
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%F (f |E,Z) = h�(f � F )iE,Z . (6)

To avoid potential confusion, it may be worthwhile to
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crocanonical temperature T and the heat capacity C are

obtained according to the rules of thermodynamics by
partial di↵erentiation,

T (E,Z) ⌘
✓
@S

@E

◆�1

, C(E,Z) =

✓
@T

@E

◆�1

. (7)
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a hotter body. As evident from the simple yet generic ex-
ample in Sec. II C, the microcanonical temperature T (E)
can be a non-monotonic or even oscillating function of en-
ergy and, therefore, temperature di↵erences do not suf-
fice to specify the direction of heat flow when two initially
isolated systems are brought into thermal contact with
each other.

The deficiencies of the above formulations can be over-
come by resorting to Planck’s version of the second law.
Planck postulated that the sum of entropies of all bod-
ies taking part in some process never decreases. This
formulation is useful as it allows one to test the various
microcanonical entropy definitions. More precisely, if A
and B are two isolated systems with fixed energy values
EA and EB and fixed entropies SA(EA) and SB(EB),
then their entropy after coupling, SAB(EA + EB) must
be larger than the sum of their original entropies,

SAB(EA + EB) � SA(EA) + SB(EB). (38)

We next analyze whether the inequality (38) is fulfilled
by the microcanonical entropy candidates in Sec. II B

A. Gibbs entropy

To verify Eq. (38) for the Gibbs entropy SG = ln⌦, we
have to compare the phase volume of the compound sys-
tems after coupling, ⌦(EA+EB), with the phase volumes
⌦A(EA) and ⌦B(EB) of the subsystems before coupling.
Starting from Eq. (21d), we find

⌦(EA + EB)

=

Z EA+EB

0
dE0 ⌦A(E

0)!B(EA + EB � E0)

=

Z EA+EB

0
dE0

Z E0

0
dE00!A(E

00)!B(EA + EB � E0)

�
Z EA+EB

EA

dE0
Z EA

0
dE00!A(E

00)!B(EA + EB � E0)

=

Z EA

0
dE00!A(E

00)

Z EB

0
dE000!B(E

000)

= ⌦A(EA)⌦B(EB).
(39)

This result implies that the Gibbs entropy of the com-
pound system is always larger than the sum of the Gibbs
entropies of the subsystems before they were brought into
thermal contact:

SGAB(EA + EB) � SGA(EA) + SGB(EB). (40)

Thus, the Gibbs entropy satisfies Planck’s version of the
second law.

B. Boltzmann entropy

To verify Eq. (38) for the Boltzmann entropy SG =
ln(✏!), we have to compare the ✏-scaled DOS of the com-

pound systems after coupling, ✏!(EA + EB), with the
product of the ✏-scaled DOS ✏!A(EA) and ✏!B(EB) be-
fore the coupling. But, according to Eq. (21b), we have

✏!(EA+EB) = ✏

Z EA+EB

0
dE0!A(E

0)!B(EA+EB�E0),

(41)
which can be larger or smaller than ✏2!A(EA)!B(EB).
Thus, there is no strict relation between Boltzmann en-
tropy of the compound system and the Boltzmann en-
tropies of the subsystems before contact. That is, the
Boltzmann entropy violates the Planck version of the sec-
ond law for certain systems, as we will show in Sec. VIC
with an example.

One might try to ‘rescue’ the Boltzmann entropy from
failing the Planck’s second law by assuming that ✏ may
always be chosen ‘su�ciently’ (i.e., infinitesimally) small,
so that the entropy ordering is governed by the powers
of ✏. Perhaps, a more appealing solution is provided by
the modified definition (15a) of the Boltzmann entropy
that is based on the Shannon entropy. This Shannon
entropy does satisfy Planck’s version of the second law
(but fails the zeroth and first law).

[Comment (Stefan): I guess we should also

show explicitly that the Shannon version of the

Boltzmann entropy satisfies the Second Law]

VI. EXAMPLES

discuss only on the level of prototypical DOS. DOS
prototypes suggested for examples

• normal system: simple power-law DOS (like classi-
cal ideal gas)

• anormal system: upside-down parabola (i.e.
quadratic) DOS with lower and upper bound

• system with extra bump: any of the above, but
with additional large and sharp (delta-like) peak at
the energy of your choice (moving the peak around
influences the energy distribution between systems
in contatc without necessarily changing entropies
or temperatures of systems before contact)

• possible further examples could include simple clas-
sical systems with finite ⌦(1)

The DOS of the normal system:

!(E) =
⌦0

✏0

(
(E/✏0)

↵�1
, 0 < E

0 , otherwise.
(42)

The DOS of the anormal system:

!̂
�
E
�
=

6⌦1
E+

8
<

:

E (E+ � E)

E2
+

, 0 < E < E+

0 , otherwise.
(43)
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TABLE I: The di↵erent microcanonical entropy candidates from Sec. II B and whether they satisfy the laws of thermodynamics.

Entropy S(E) second law first law zeroth law equip artition
Eq. (38) Eq. (37) Eq. (20) equipartition

Gibbs ln⌦ yes yes yes yes
Penrose ln⌦+ ln

�
⌦1 � ⌦

�
� ln⌦1 yes yes no no

Complementary Gibbs ln
⇥
⌦1 � ⌦

⇤
yes yes no no

Di↵erential Boltzmann ln
⇥
⌦(E + ✏)� ⌦(E)

⇤
yes no no no

Boltzmann ln
�
✏!

�
no no no no

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a detailed comparison of the most
frequently encountered microcanonical entropy candi-
dates. After reviewing the various entropy definitions,
we first showed that, regardless of which of those en-
tropy is chosen, the microcanonical temperature of an
isolated system can be a non-monotonic, oscillating func-
tions of the energy (Sec. II C). This fact implies that,
contrary to claims in the recent literature [? ? ], naive
temperature-based heat-flow arguments cannot be used
to judge the various entropy candidates. Any objective
evaluation should be based on whether or not a given
thermostatistical entropy definition is compatible with
the laws of thermodynamics.

Focussing on exact results that hold for a broad class
of densities of states, we found that only the Gibbs en-
tropy simultaneously satisfies the zeroth, first and second
law of thermodynamics (as well as the classical equipar-
tition theorem). If one accepts the results in Table I as
mathematically correct facts, then there remains little
choice but to conclude that the thermodynamic char-
acterization of an isolated systems should build on the
Gibbs entropy, implying a strictly non-negative absolute
temperature and Carnot e�ciencies not larger than 1 for
system with or without upper energy bounds.

Some past objections against the Gibbs entropy [?
? ? ] purport that the Gibbs temperature does not
adequately capture relevant statistical details of large
population-inverted systems – and that it should there-

fore be replaced by the Boltzmann entropy. We consider
arguments of this type inappropriate or even mislead-
ing for they intermingle two questions that should be
treated separately. The first of those questions relates to
whether a certain entropy is thermodynamically consis-
tent. This problem is well-posed and can be answered
unambiguously, as shown in Table I. The second com-
plementary question is whether there exist other types of
characterizations of many-particle systems that add to
the partial information encoded in the thermodynamic
variables. Clearly, even if the popular Boltzmann entropy
is in conflict with the thermodynamic laws for practically
all finite systems, this quantity still encodes valuable in-
formation about the statistical properties of certain phys-
ical systems. In particular, the Boltzmann temperature
can provide a useful e↵ective description of spin systems,
lasers and other population-inverted systems. But one
should refrain from inserting the Boltzmann temperature
(and other e↵ective temperatures) into the Carnot for-
mula or thermodynamic equations of state - especially if
the resulting formulas suggest the possibility of perpetual
motion.
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Example 1:    Classical ideal gas

Using simply the properties of the MC density operator, one derives [? ] from the above
requirements that the MC entropy S equals the Gibbs entropy SG:

aµ = !Tr

!"
!H

!Aµ

#
"(E !H)

#

$
= ! 1

#
Tr

!
! !

!Aµ
!(E !H)

$

=
1

#

!

!Aµ
Tr

!
!(E !H)

$
= TG

"
!SG

!Aµ

#
.

(12)

This proves that only the pair ($, SG) constitutes a consistent thermostatistical model based on
the MC density $. As a corollary, the Boltzmann SB is not a thermodynamic entropy of the MC
ensemble.

In a similar way, one can show by a straightforward calculation that, for standard classical
Hamiltonian systems, only the Gibbs temperature TG satisfies the mathematically rigorous10

equipartition theorem [9]
%

%i
!H

!%j

&
" Tr

!"
%i

!H

!%j

#
$

$
= kBTG "ij (13)

for all canonical coordinates % = (%1, . . .). Equation (13) is essentially a phase-space version
of Stokes’ theorem, relating a surface (flux) integral on the energy shell to the enclosed phase
space volume.

1.3 Basic examples
Ideal gas. The differences between SB and SG are negligible for most macroscopic systems
with monotonic DoS #, but can be significant for small systems. This can already be seen for a
classical ideal gas in d-space dimensions, where [13]

"(E, V ) = &EdN/2V N , & =
(2'm)dN/2

N !hd#(dN/2 + 1)
, (14)

for N identical particles of mass m and Planck constant h. From this, one finds that only the
Gibbs temperature yields exact equipartition

E =

"
dN

2
! 1

#
kBTB, (15)

E =
dN

2
kBTG. (16)

Note that Eq. (15) yields a paradoxical results for dN = 1, where it predicts a negative tem-
perature TB < 0 and heat capacity, and also for dN = 2, where the temperature TB must be

10The direct proof of (13) requires mild assumptions such as confined trajectories and a finite groundstate en-
ergy. The key steps are very similar to those in (12), i.e., one merely needs to exploit the chain rule relation
!!(E !H)/!" = !(!H/!")#(E !H), which holds for any variable " appearing in the Hamiltonian H .
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1.1 Entropy and temperature definitions
To make the discussion more specific, let us consider a (quantum or classical) system with
microscopic variables ! governed by the Hamiltonian H = H(!; V, A), where V denotes vol-
ume and A = (A1, . . .) summarizes other external parameters. Assuming that the dynamics
conserves the energy, E = H , all thermostatistical properties are contained in the MC density
operator5

"(!; E, V,A) =
#(E !H)

$
, (1)

which is normalized by the DoS

$(E, V,A) = Tr[#(E !H)]. (2)

For classical systems, the trace simply becomes a phase-space integral over !. For brevity, we
denote averages of some quantity F with respect to the MC density operator " by "F # $ Tr[F"].

We also define the integrated DoS6

!(E, V,A) = Tr["(E !H)], (3)

which is related to the DoS $ by differentiation with respect to energy,

$ =
%!

%E
$ !!. (4)

Given the MC density operator (1), one can find two competing definitions for the MC
entropy in the literature [9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17]

SB(E, V,A) = kB ln[&$(E)], (5)
SG(E, V,A) = kB ln[!(E)], (6)

where & is a constant with dimensions of energy, required to make the argument of the logarithm
dimensionless7. The first proposal, SB, usually referred to as Boltzmann entropy, is advocated
by the majority of modern textbooks [16] and used by most authors nowadays. The second
candidate SG is often attributed to P. Hertz8 [18] but was in fact already derived by J. W. Gibbs
in 1902 in his discussion of thermodynamic analogies [10, Chapter XIV]. For this reason, we

5As usual, we assume that, in the case of quantum systems, Eq. (1) has a well-defined operator interpretation,
e.g., as a limit of an operator series.

6Intuitively, for a quantum system with spectrum {En}, the quantity !(En, V, A) counts the number of eigen-
states with energy less or equal to En.

7Apart from other more severe shortcomings of SB, it is aesthetically displeasing that its definition requires
the !  "#$ introduction of some undetermined constant.

8Hertz proved in 1910 that SG is an adiabatic invariant [18]. His work was highly commended by Planck [19]
and Einstein, who closes his comment [20] on Hertz’s work with the famous statement that he himself would not
have published certain papers, had he been aware of Gibbs’ comprehensive treatise [10].
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perature TB < 0 and heat capacity, and also for dN = 2, where the temperature TB must be

10The direct proof of (13) requires mild assumptions such as confined trajectories and a finite groundstate en-
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!!(E !H)/!" = !(!H/!")#(E !H), which holds for any variable " appearing in the Hamiltonian H .
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1.1 Entropy and temperature definitions
To make the discussion more specific, let us consider a (quantum or classical) system with
microscopic variables ! governed by the Hamiltonian H = H(!; V, A), where V denotes vol-
ume and A = (A1, . . .) summarizes other external parameters. Assuming that the dynamics
conserves the energy, E = H , all thermostatistical properties are contained in the MC density
operator5

"(!; E, V,A) =
#(E !H)

$
, (1)

which is normalized by the DoS

$(E, V,A) = Tr[#(E !H)]. (2)

For classical systems, the trace simply becomes a phase-space integral over !. For brevity, we
denote averages of some quantity F with respect to the MC density operator " by "F # $ Tr[F"].

We also define the integrated DoS6

!(E, V,A) = Tr["(E !H)], (3)

which is related to the DoS $ by differentiation with respect to energy,

$ =
%!

%E
$ !!. (4)

Given the MC density operator (1), one can find two competing definitions for the MC
entropy in the literature [9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17]

SB(E, V,A) = kB ln[&$(E)], (5)
SG(E, V,A) = kB ln[!(E)], (6)

where & is a constant with dimensions of energy, required to make the argument of the logarithm
dimensionless7. The first proposal, SB, usually referred to as Boltzmann entropy, is advocated
by the majority of modern textbooks [16] and used by most authors nowadays. The second
candidate SG is often attributed to P. Hertz8 [18] but was in fact already derived by J. W. Gibbs
in 1902 in his discussion of thermodynamic analogies [10, Chapter XIV]. For this reason, we

5As usual, we assume that, in the case of quantum systems, Eq. (1) has a well-defined operator interpretation,
e.g., as a limit of an operator series.

6Intuitively, for a quantum system with spectrum {En}, the quantity !(En, V, A) counts the number of eigen-
states with energy less or equal to En.

7Apart from other more severe shortcomings of SB, it is aesthetically displeasing that its definition requires
the !  "#$ introduction of some undetermined constant.

8Hertz proved in 1910 that SG is an adiabatic invariant [18]. His work was highly commended by Planck [19]
and Einstein, who closes his comment [20] on Hertz’s work with the famous statement that he himself would not
have published certain papers, had he been aware of Gibbs’ comprehensive treatise [10].
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Example 3:    1-dim 1-particle quantum gas

1.1 Entropy and temperature definitions
To make the discussion more specific, let us consider a (quantum or classical) system with
microscopic variables ! governed by the Hamiltonian H = H(!; V, A), where V denotes vol-
ume and A = (A1, . . .) summarizes other external parameters. Assuming that the dynamics
conserves the energy, E = H , all thermostatistical properties are contained in the MC density
operator5
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, (1)

which is normalized by the DoS

$(E, V,A) = Tr[#(E !H)]. (2)
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entropy in the literature [9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17]

SB(E, V,A) = kB ln[&$(E)], (5)
SG(E, V,A) = kB ln[!(E)], (6)

where & is a constant with dimensions of energy, required to make the argument of the logarithm
dimensionless7. The first proposal, SB, usually referred to as Boltzmann entropy, is advocated
by the majority of modern textbooks [16] and used by most authors nowadays. The second
candidate SG is often attributed to P. Hertz8 [18] but was in fact already derived by J. W. Gibbs
in 1902 in his discussion of thermodynamic analogies [10, Chapter XIV]. For this reason, we

5As usual, we assume that, in the case of quantum systems, Eq. (1) has a well-defined operator interpretation,
e.g., as a limit of an operator series.

6Intuitively, for a quantum system with spectrum {En}, the quantity !(En, V, A) counts the number of eigen-
states with energy less or equal to En.

7Apart from other more severe shortcomings of SB, it is aesthetically displeasing that its definition requires
the !  "#$ introduction of some undetermined constant.

8Hertz proved in 1910 that SG is an adiabatic invariant [18]. His work was highly commended by Planck [19]
and Einstein, who closes his comment [20] on Hertz’s work with the famous statement that he himself would not
have published certain papers, had he been aware of Gibbs’ comprehensive treatise [10].
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by another elementary example. Considering a quantum particle in a one-dimensional infinite
square-well of length L, the spectral formula

En = an2/L2, a = !2!2/(2m), n = 1, 2, . . . ,! (20)

implies ! = n = L
!

E/a. In this case, the Gibbs entropy SG = kB ln ! gives

kBTG = 2E, pG " TG

"
"SG

"L

#
=

2E

L
, (21)

as well as the heat capacity C = kB/2, in agreement with physical intuition. In particular, the
pressure equation consistent with condition (10), as can be seen by differentiating (20) with
respect to L,

p " #"E

"L
=

2E

L
= pG. (22)

By contrast, we find from SB = kB ln(#$) with $ = L/(2
$

Ea) for the Boltzmann temper-
ature13

kBTB = #2E < 0. (23)

While this result in itself seems questionable14, it also implies a violation of Eq. (10), since

pB " TB

"
"SB

"L

#
= #2E

L
%= p. (24)

This contradiction corroborates that SB cannot be the correct entropy for quantum systems.

We hope that the arguments and examples presented thus far suffice to convince the reader
that the Boltzmann entropy SB is not a consistent thermodynamic entropy, neither for classical
nor for quantum systems, whereas the Gibbs entropy SG provides a consistent thermodynamic
formalism in the low energy limit (small quantum systems) and in the high-energy limit (clas-
sical systems).

Unfortunately, the Boltzmann entropy has become so widely accepted nowadays that, even
when its application to exotic new states leads to spectacular claims, these are hardly ever
questioned anymore. In Sec. 2, we demonstrate by means of a slightly more elaborate example,
how naive usage of SB can lead to ‘negative temperatures that are hotter than the hottest positive
temperatures’15.

13One sometimes encounters the � � � � �convention that, because the spectrum (20) is non-degenerate, the
‘thermodynamic’ entropy should be zero, SB = 0, for all states. However, this postulate leads to several other
inconsistencies, which are discussed in more detail in Sec. 3. Focussing on the example at hand for the moment,
let us just note that SB = 0 would again imply the nonsensical result TB = !, misrepresenting the physical fact
that also a single degree of freedom in a box-like confinement can store heat in finite amounts.

14Unless one believes that a quantum particle in a one-dimensional box is a Dark Energy candidate.
15Spurious arguments, often encountered in attempts to proclaim SB as superior to the Gibbs proposal SG, will

be addressed in Sec 3.
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Example 3:    1-dim 1-particle quantum gas

1.1 Entropy and temperature definitions
To make the discussion more specific, let us consider a (quantum or classical) system with
microscopic variables ! governed by the Hamiltonian H = H(!; V, A), where V denotes vol-
ume and A = (A1, . . .) summarizes other external parameters. Assuming that the dynamics
conserves the energy, E = H , all thermostatistical properties are contained in the MC density
operator5

"(!; E, V,A) =
#(E !H)

$
, (1)

which is normalized by the DoS

$(E, V,A) = Tr[#(E !H)]. (2)

For classical systems, the trace simply becomes a phase-space integral over !. For brevity, we
denote averages of some quantity F with respect to the MC density operator " by "F # $ Tr[F"].

We also define the integrated DoS6

!(E, V,A) = Tr["(E !H)], (3)

which is related to the DoS $ by differentiation with respect to energy,

$ =
%!

%E
$ !!. (4)

Given the MC density operator (1), one can find two competing definitions for the MC
entropy in the literature [9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17]

SB(E, V,A) = kB ln[&$(E)], (5)
SG(E, V,A) = kB ln[!(E)], (6)

where & is a constant with dimensions of energy, required to make the argument of the logarithm
dimensionless7. The first proposal, SB, usually referred to as Boltzmann entropy, is advocated
by the majority of modern textbooks [16] and used by most authors nowadays. The second
candidate SG is often attributed to P. Hertz8 [18] but was in fact already derived by J. W. Gibbs
in 1902 in his discussion of thermodynamic analogies [10, Chapter XIV]. For this reason, we

5As usual, we assume that, in the case of quantum systems, Eq. (1) has a well-defined operator interpretation,
e.g., as a limit of an operator series.

6Intuitively, for a quantum system with spectrum {En}, the quantity !(En, V, A) counts the number of eigen-
states with energy less or equal to En.

7Apart from other more severe shortcomings of SB, it is aesthetically displeasing that its definition requires
the !  "#$ introduction of some undetermined constant.

8Hertz proved in 1910 that SG is an adiabatic invariant [18]. His work was highly commended by Planck [19]
and Einstein, who closes his comment [20] on Hertz’s work with the famous statement that he himself would not
have published certain papers, had he been aware of Gibbs’ comprehensive treatise [10].
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by another elementary example. Considering a quantum particle in a one-dimensional infinite
square-well of length L, the spectral formula

En = an2/L2, a = !2!2/(2m), n = 1, 2, . . . ,! (20)

implies ! = n = L
!

E/a. In this case, the Gibbs entropy SG = kB ln ! gives

kBTG = 2E, pG " TG

"
"SG

"L

#
=

2E

L
, (21)

as well as the heat capacity C = kB/2, in agreement with physical intuition. In particular, the
pressure equation consistent with condition (10), as can be seen by differentiating (20) with
respect to L,

p " #"E

"L
=

2E

L
= pG. (22)

By contrast, we find from SB = kB ln(#$) with $ = L/(2
$

Ea) for the Boltzmann temper-
ature13

kBTB = #2E < 0. (23)

While this result in itself seems questionable14, it also implies a violation of Eq. (10), since

pB " TB

"
"SB

"L

#
= #2E

L
%= p. (24)

This contradiction corroborates that SB cannot be the correct entropy for quantum systems.

We hope that the arguments and examples presented thus far suffice to convince the reader
that the Boltzmann entropy SB is not a consistent thermodynamic entropy, neither for classical
nor for quantum systems, whereas the Gibbs entropy SG provides a consistent thermodynamic
formalism in the low energy limit (small quantum systems) and in the high-energy limit (clas-
sical systems).

Unfortunately, the Boltzmann entropy has become so widely accepted nowadays that, even
when its application to exotic new states leads to spectacular claims, these are hardly ever
questioned anymore. In Sec. 2, we demonstrate by means of a slightly more elaborate example,
how naive usage of SB can lead to ‘negative temperatures that are hotter than the hottest positive
temperatures’15.

13One sometimes encounters the � � � � �convention that, because the spectrum (20) is non-degenerate, the
‘thermodynamic’ entropy should be zero, SB = 0, for all states. However, this postulate leads to several other
inconsistencies, which are discussed in more detail in Sec. 3. Focussing on the example at hand for the moment,
let us just note that SB = 0 would again imply the nonsensical result TB = !, misrepresenting the physical fact
that also a single degree of freedom in a box-like confinement can store heat in finite amounts.

14Unless one believes that a quantum particle in a one-dimensional box is a Dark Energy candidate.
15Spurious arguments, often encountered in attempts to proclaim SB as superior to the Gibbs proposal SG, will

be addressed in Sec 3.
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Negative Absolute Temperature for
Motional Degrees of Freedom
S. Braun,1,2 J. P. Ronzheimer,1,2 M. Schreiber,1,2 S. S. Hodgman,1,2 T. Rom,1,2

I. Bloch,1,2 U. Schneider1,2*

Absolute temperature is usually bound to be positive. Under special conditions, however,
negative temperatures—in which high-energy states are more occupied than low-energy
states—are also possible. Such states have been demonstrated in localized systems with finite,
discrete spectra. Here, we prepared a negative temperature state for motional degrees of
freedom. By tailoring the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian, we created an attractively interacting
ensemble of ultracold bosons at negative temperature that is stable against collapse for
arbitrary atom numbers. The quasimomentum distribution develops sharp peaks at the upper
band edge, revealing thermal equilibrium and bosonic coherence over several lattice sites.
Negative temperatures imply negative pressures and open up new parameter regimes for
cold atoms, enabling fundamentally new many-body states.

Absolute temperature T is one of the cen-
tral concepts of statistical mechanics and
is a measure of, for example, the amount

of disordered motion in a classical ideal gas. There-
fore, nothing can be colder than T = 0, where
classical particles would be at rest. In a thermal
state of such an ideal gas, the probabilityPi for a
particle to occupy a state i with kinetic energy Ei
is proportional to the Boltzmann factor

Pi º e!Ei=kBT !1"

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. An ensemble
at positive temperature is described by an occu-
pation distribution that decreases exponentially

with energy. If we were to extend this formula to
negative absolute temperatures, exponentially in-
creasing distributions would result. Because the
distribution needs to be normalizable, at positive
temperatures a lower bound in energy is re-
quired, as the probabilities Pi would diverge for
Ei ! –". Negative temperatures, on the other
hand, demand an upper bound in energy (1, 2). In
daily life, negative temperatures are absent, be-
cause kinetic energy in most systems, including
particles in free space, only provides a lower en-
ergy bound. Even in lattice systems, where kinet-
ic energy is split into distinct bands, implementing
an upper energy bound for motional degrees of
freedom is challenging, because potential and in-
teraction energy need to be limited as well (3, 4).
So far, negative temperatures have been realized
in localized spin systems (5–7), where the finite,
discrete spectrum naturally provides both lower
and upper energy bounds. Here, we were able to
realize a negative temperature state for motional
degrees of freedom.

In Fig. 1A, we schematically show the rela-
tion between entropy S and energy E for a ther-
mal system possessing both lower and upper
energy bounds. Starting atminimumenergy,where
only the ground state is populated, an increase in
energy leads to an occupation of a larger number
of states and therefore an increase in entropy. As
the temperature approaches infinity, all states be-
come equally populated and the entropy reaches
its maximum possible value Smax. However,
the energy can be increased even further if high-
energy states are more populated than low-energy
ones. In this regime, the entropy decreases with
energy, which, according to the thermodynamic
definition of temperature (8) (1/T = #S/#E), re-
sults in negative temperatures. The temperature is
discontinuous at maximum entropy, jumping from
positive to negative infinity. This is a consequence
of the historic definition of temperature. A con-
tinuous and monotonically increasing tempera-
ture scale would be given by !b = !1/kBT, also
emphasizing that negative temperature states are
hotter than positive temperature states, i.e., in
thermal contact, heat would flow from a negative
to a positive temperature system.

Because negative temperature systems can ab-
sorb entropy while releasing energy, they give
rise to several counterintuitive effects, such as
Carnot engines with an efficiency greater than
unity (4). Through a stability analysis for thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, we showed that negative
temperature states of motional degrees of free-
dom necessarily possess negative pressure (9) and
are thus of fundamental interest to the description
of dark energy in cosmology, where negative pres-
sure is required to account for the accelerating
expansion of the universe (10).

Cold atoms in optical lattices are an ideal
system to create negative temperature states be-
cause of the isolation from the environment and
independent control of all relevant parameters
(11). Bosonic atoms in the lowest band of a
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sufficiently deep optical lattice are described by
the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian (12)

H ! !J "
!i;j"

b%
†
i b
%
j "

U
2
"
i
n%i#n%i ! 1$ " V"

i
r2i n% i #2$

Here, J is the tunneling matrix element be-
tween neighboring lattice sites !i, j", and b%i and
b%
†
i are the annihilation and creation operator,
respectively, for a boson on site i,U is the on-site
interaction energy, n% i ! b%

†
i b
%
i is the local number

operator, and V º w2 describes the external har-
monic confinement, with ri denoting the posi-

tion of site i with respect to the trap center andw
the trap frequency.

In Fig. 1B, we show how lower and upper
bounds can be realized for the three terms in the
Hubbard Hamiltonian. The restriction to a single
band naturally provides lower and upper bounds
for the kinetic energy Ekin, but the interaction
term Eint presents a challenge: Because in prin-
ciple all bosons could occupy the same lattice
site, the interaction energy can diverge in the
thermodynamic limit. For repulsive interactions
(U > 0), the interaction energy is only bounded

from below but not from above, thereby limiting
the system to positive temperatures; in contrast,
for attractive interactions (U < 0), only an upper
bound for the interaction energy is established,
rendering positive temperature ensembles unsta-
ble. The situation is different for the Fermi-Hubbard
model, where the Pauli principle enforces an up-
per limit on the interaction energy per atom of
U/2 and thereby allows negative temperatures
even in the repulsive case (13, 14). Similarly, a
trapping potential V > 0 only provides a lower
bound for the potential energy Epot, whereas an

Fig. 1. Negative absolute temperature in optical lattices. (A) Sketch of entropy
as a function of energy in a canonical ensemble possessing both lower (Emin) and
upper (Emax) energy bounds. (Insets) Sample occupation distributions of single-
particle states for positive, infinite, and negative temperature, assuming a weakly
interacting ensemble. (B) Energy bounds of the three terms of the 2D Bose-
Hubbard Hamiltonian: kinetic (Ekin), interaction (Eint), and potential (Epot) energy.
(C) Measured momentum distributions (TOF images) for positive (left) and neg-
ative (right) temperature states. Both images are averages of about 20 shots;
both optical densities (OD) are individually scaled. The contour plots below show
the tight-binding dispersion relation; momenta with large occupation are high-
lighted. The white square in the center indicates the first Brillouin zone.

Fig. 2. Experimental sequence and TOF images. (A) Top to bottom: lattice
depth, horizontal trap frequency, and scattering length as a function of
time. Blue indicates the sequence for positive, red for negative temper-
ature of the final state. (B) TOF images of the atomic cloud at various times
t in the sequence. Blue borders indicate positive, red negative temper-

atures. The initial picture in a shallow lattice at t = 6.8 ms is taken once for
a scattering length of a = 309(5) a0 (top) as in the sequence, and once for
a = 33(1) a0 (bottom; OD rescaled by a factor of 0.25), comparable to the
final images. All images are averages of about 20 individual shots. See
also Fig. 1C.
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Absolute temperature is usually bound to be positive. Under special conditions, however,
negative temperatures—in which high-energy states are more occupied than low-energy
states—are also possible. Such states have been demonstrated in localized systems with finite,
discrete spectra. Here, we prepared a negative temperature state for motional degrees of
freedom. By tailoring the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian, we created an attractively interacting
ensemble of ultracold bosons at negative temperature that is stable against collapse for
arbitrary atom numbers. The quasimomentum distribution develops sharp peaks at the upper
band edge, revealing thermal equilibrium and bosonic coherence over several lattice sites.
Negative temperatures imply negative pressures and open up new parameter regimes for
cold atoms, enabling fundamentally new many-body states.

Absolute temperature T is one of the cen-
tral concepts of statistical mechanics and
is a measure of, for example, the amount

of disordered motion in a classical ideal gas. There-
fore, nothing can be colder than T = 0, where
classical particles would be at rest. In a thermal
state of such an ideal gas, the probabilityPi for a
particle to occupy a state i with kinetic energy Ei
is proportional to the Boltzmann factor

Pi º e!Ei=kBT !1"

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. An ensemble
at positive temperature is described by an occu-
pation distribution that decreases exponentially

with energy. If we were to extend this formula to
negative absolute temperatures, exponentially in-
creasing distributions would result. Because the
distribution needs to be normalizable, at positive
temperatures a lower bound in energy is re-
quired, as the probabilities Pi would diverge for
Ei ! –". Negative temperatures, on the other
hand, demand an upper bound in energy (1, 2). In
daily life, negative temperatures are absent, be-
cause kinetic energy in most systems, including
particles in free space, only provides a lower en-
ergy bound. Even in lattice systems, where kinet-
ic energy is split into distinct bands, implementing
an upper energy bound for motional degrees of
freedom is challenging, because potential and in-
teraction energy need to be limited as well (3, 4).
So far, negative temperatures have been realized
in localized spin systems (5–7), where the finite,
discrete spectrum naturally provides both lower
and upper energy bounds. Here, we were able to
realize a negative temperature state for motional
degrees of freedom.

In Fig. 1A, we schematically show the rela-
tion between entropy S and energy E for a ther-
mal system possessing both lower and upper
energy bounds. Starting atminimumenergy,where
only the ground state is populated, an increase in
energy leads to an occupation of a larger number
of states and therefore an increase in entropy. As
the temperature approaches infinity, all states be-
come equally populated and the entropy reaches
its maximum possible value Smax. However,
the energy can be increased even further if high-
energy states are more populated than low-energy
ones. In this regime, the entropy decreases with
energy, which, according to the thermodynamic
definition of temperature (8) (1/T = #S/#E), re-
sults in negative temperatures. The temperature is
discontinuous at maximum entropy, jumping from
positive to negative infinity. This is a consequence
of the historic definition of temperature. A con-
tinuous and monotonically increasing tempera-
ture scale would be given by !b = !1/kBT, also
emphasizing that negative temperature states are
hotter than positive temperature states, i.e., in
thermal contact, heat would flow from a negative
to a positive temperature system.

Because negative temperature systems can ab-
sorb entropy while releasing energy, they give
rise to several counterintuitive effects, such as
Carnot engines with an efficiency greater than
unity (4). Through a stability analysis for thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, we showed that negative
temperature states of motional degrees of free-
dom necessarily possess negative pressure (9) and
are thus of fundamental interest to the description
of dark energy in cosmology, where negative pres-
sure is required to account for the accelerating
expansion of the universe (10).

Cold atoms in optical lattices are an ideal
system to create negative temperature states be-
cause of the isolation from the environment and
independent control of all relevant parameters
(11). Bosonic atoms in the lowest band of a
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PERSPECTIVES

        U
ltracold quantum gases present an 
exquisitely tunable quantum sys-
tem. Applications include preci-

sion measurement ( 1), quantum simulations 
for advanced materials design ( 2), and new 
regimes of chemistry ( 3). Typically trapped 
in a combination of magnetic fi elds and laser 
beams, strongly isolated from the environ-
ment in an ultrahigh vacuum, and cooled to 
temperatures less than a microdegree above 
absolute zero, they are the coldest known 
material in the universe. The interactions 
between atoms in the gas can be tuned over 
seven orders of magnitude and from repul-
sive to attractive ( 4). The addition of stand-
ing waves made from interfering lasers at 
optical wavelengths gives rise to an optical 
lattice, a crystal of light, periodic just like 
the usual crystals made of matter. On page 
52 of this issue, Braun et al. ( 5) use these 
special features of ultracold quantum gases 
to produce a thermodynamic oddity—nega-
tive temperature.

Temperature is casually associated with 
hot and cold. How can something be “colder” 
than absolute zero? The answer lies in a more 
precise notion of temperature. Temperature is 
a single-parameter curve fi t to a probability 
distribution. Given a large number of parti-
cles, we can say each of them has a probabil-
ity to have some energy, P(E). Most will be in 
low-energy states and a few in higher-energy 
states. This probability distribution can be fi t 
very well with an exponential falling away to 
zero. Of course, the actual distribution may 
be very noisy, but an exponential fi t is still 
a good approximation (see the fi gure, panel 
A). Negative temperature means most parti-
cles are in a high-energy state, with a few in a 
low-energy state, so that the exponential rises 
instead of falls (see the fi gure, panel E).

To create negative temperature, Braun et 

al. had to produce an upper bound in energy, 
so particles could pile up in high-energy rather 
than low-energy states. In their experiment, 
there are three important kinds of energy: 
kinetic energy, or the energy of motion in the 
optical lattice; potential energy, due to mag-
netic fi elds trapping the gas; and interaction 
energy, due to interactions between the atoms 
in their gas. The lattice naturally gives an 

upper bound to kinetic energy via the forma-
tion of a band gap, a sort of energetic barrier 
to higher-energy states. The potential energy 
was made negative by the clever use of an 
anti-trap on top of the lattice, taking the shape 
of an upside-down parabola. Finally, the 
interactions were tuned to be attractive (neg-
ative). Thus, all three energies had an upper 
bound and, in principle, the atoms could pile 
up in high-energy states.

Braun et al. convinced their gas to undergo 
such a strange inversion using a quantum 
phase transition ( 6), an extension of the well-
known thermodynamic concept of phase tran-
sitions to a regime in which the temperature 
is so low that it plays no role in the change 
of phase. In this case, they worked with two 
phases, superfl uid and Mott insulator. In a 
superfl uid, the gas fl ows freely without vis-
cosity and is coherent, like a laser, but made 
of matter instead of light. In a Mott insula-
tor, the atoms freeze into a regular pattern and 
become incompressible, similar to a solid. 

Braun et al. fi rst make their atoms repulsive 
in a superfl uid phase. They tune them to a 
Mott insulating phase by simply turning up 
the intensity of the optical lattice lasers, mak-
ing the lattice deeper. Then they tune the inte-
reactions to be attractive and at the same time 
turn their trap upside down to be an anti-trap. 
Finally, they melt the Mott insulator to obtain 
an attractive superfl uid. These anti-traps have 
been used before, to create a self-propagat-
ing pulse of atoms that does not disperse (a 
bright soliton) from attractive gases in one 
dimension ( 7,  8). However, attractive quan-
tum gases in two and three dimensions can 
implode, rather spectacularly ( 9). This ten-
dency to implode is called negative pressure. 
The negative temperature is precisely what 
stabilizes the gas against negative pressure 
and implosion; the Mott insulator serves as 
a bridge state between positive temperature 
and pressure, and negative temperature and 
pressure (see the fi gure, panels B to D).

Braun et al.’s exploration of negative 
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A cloud of potassium atoms is tuned 

to negative temperatures via a quantum 
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PERSPECTIVES
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sion measurement ( 1), quantum simulations 
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beams, strongly isolated from the environ-
ment in an ultrahigh vacuum, and cooled to 
temperatures less than a microdegree above 
absolute zero, they are the coldest known 
material in the universe. The interactions 
between atoms in the gas can be tuned over 
seven orders of magnitude and from repul-
sive to attractive ( 4). The addition of stand-
ing waves made from interfering lasers at 
optical wavelengths gives rise to an optical 
lattice, a crystal of light, periodic just like 
the usual crystals made of matter. On page 
52 of this issue, Braun et al. ( 5) use these 
special features of ultracold quantum gases 
to produce a thermodynamic oddity—nega-
tive temperature.

Temperature is casually associated with 
hot and cold. How can something be “colder” 
than absolute zero? The answer lies in a more 
precise notion of temperature. Temperature is 
a single-parameter curve fi t to a probability 
distribution. Given a large number of parti-
cles, we can say each of them has a probabil-
ity to have some energy, P(E). Most will be in 
low-energy states and a few in higher-energy 
states. This probability distribution can be fi t 
very well with an exponential falling away to 
zero. Of course, the actual distribution may 
be very noisy, but an exponential fi t is still 
a good approximation (see the fi gure, panel 
A). Negative temperature means most parti-
cles are in a high-energy state, with a few in a 
low-energy state, so that the exponential rises 
instead of falls (see the fi gure, panel E).
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cosity and is coherent, like a laser, but made 
of matter instead of light. In a Mott insula-
tor, the atoms freeze into a regular pattern and 
become incompressible, similar to a solid. 

Braun et al. fi rst make their atoms repulsive 
in a superfl uid phase. They tune them to a 
Mott insulating phase by simply turning up 
the intensity of the optical lattice lasers, mak-
ing the lattice deeper. Then they tune the inte-
reactions to be attractive and at the same time 
turn their trap upside down to be an anti-trap. 
Finally, they melt the Mott insulator to obtain 
an attractive superfl uid. These anti-traps have 
been used before, to create a self-propagat-
ing pulse of atoms that does not disperse (a 
bright soliton) from attractive gases in one 
dimension ( 7,  8). However, attractive quan-
tum gases in two and three dimensions can 
implode, rather spectacularly ( 9). This ten-
dency to implode is called negative pressure. 
The negative temperature is precisely what 
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and pressure, and negative temperature and 
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Negative Absolute Temperature for
Motional Degrees of Freedom
S. Braun,1,2 J. P. Ronzheimer,1,2 M. Schreiber,1,2 S. S. Hodgman,1,2 T. Rom,1,2

I. Bloch,1,2 U. Schneider1,2*

Absolute temperature is usually bound to be positive. Under special conditions, however,
negative temperatures—in which high-energy states are more occupied than low-energy
states—are also possible. Such states have been demonstrated in localized systems with finite,
discrete spectra. Here, we prepared a negative temperature state for motional degrees of
freedom. By tailoring the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian, we created an attractively interacting
ensemble of ultracold bosons at negative temperature that is stable against collapse for
arbitrary atom numbers. The quasimomentum distribution develops sharp peaks at the upper
band edge, revealing thermal equilibrium and bosonic coherence over several lattice sites.
Negative temperatures imply negative pressures and open up new parameter regimes for
cold atoms, enabling fundamentally new many-body states.

Absolute temperature T is one of the cen-
tral concepts of statistical mechanics and
is a measure of, for example, the amount

of disordered motion in a classical ideal gas. There-
fore, nothing can be colder than T = 0, where
classical particles would be at rest. In a thermal
state of such an ideal gas, the probability Pi for a
particle to occupy a state i with kinetic energy Ei
is proportional to the Boltzmann factor

Pi º e−Ei=kBT ð1Þ

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. An ensemble
at positive temperature is described by an occu-
pation distribution that decreases exponentially

with energy. If we were to extend this formula to
negative absolute temperatures, exponentially in-
creasing distributions would result. Because the
distribution needs to be normalizable, at positive
temperatures a lower bound in energy is re-
quired, as the probabilities Pi would diverge for
Ei → –∞. Negative temperatures, on the other
hand, demand an upper bound in energy (1, 2). In
daily life, negative temperatures are absent, be-
cause kinetic energy in most systems, including
particles in free space, only provides a lower en-
ergy bound. Even in lattice systems, where kinet-
ic energy is split into distinct bands, implementing
an upper energy bound for motional degrees of
freedom is challenging, because potential and in-
teraction energy need to be limited as well (3, 4).
So far, negative temperatures have been realized
in localized spin systems (5–7), where the finite,
discrete spectrum naturally provides both lower
and upper energy bounds. Here, we were able to
realize a negative temperature state for motional
degrees of freedom.

In Fig. 1A, we schematically show the rela-
tion between entropy S and energy E for a ther-
mal system possessing both lower and upper
energy bounds. Starting atminimumenergy,where
only the ground state is populated, an increase in
energy leads to an occupation of a larger number
of states and therefore an increase in entropy. As
the temperature approaches infinity, all states be-
come equally populated and the entropy reaches
its maximum possible value Smax. However,
the energy can be increased even further if high-
energy states are more populated than low-energy
ones. In this regime, the entropy decreases with
energy, which, according to the thermodynamic
definition of temperature (8) (1/T = ∂S/∂E), re-
sults in negative temperatures. The temperature is
discontinuous at maximum entropy, jumping from
positive to negative infinity. This is a consequence
of the historic definition of temperature. A con-
tinuous and monotonically increasing tempera-
ture scale would be given by −b = −1/kBT, also
emphasizing that negative temperature states are
hotter than positive temperature states, i.e., in
thermal contact, heat would flow from a negative
to a positive temperature system.

Because negative temperature systems can ab-
sorb entropy while releasing energy, they give
rise to several counterintuitive effects, such as
Carnot engines with an efficiency greater than
unity (4). Through a stability analysis for thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, we showed that negative
temperature states of motional degrees of free-
dom necessarily possess negative pressure (9) and
are thus of fundamental interest to the description
of dark energy in cosmology, where negative pres-
sure is required to account for the accelerating
expansion of the universe (10).

Cold atoms in optical lattices are an ideal
system to create negative temperature states be-
cause of the isolation from the environment and
independent control of all relevant parameters
(11). Bosonic atoms in the lowest band of a

1Fakultät für Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München,
Schellingstraße 4, 80799Munich, Germany. 2Max-Planck-Institut
für Quantenoptik, Hans-Kopfermann-Straße 1, 85748 Garching,
Germany.
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PERSPECTIVES

        U
ltracold quantum gases present an 
exquisitely tunable quantum sys-
tem. Applications include preci-

sion measurement ( 1), quantum simulations 
for advanced materials design ( 2), and new 
regimes of chemistry ( 3). Typically trapped 
in a combination of magnetic fi elds and laser 
beams, strongly isolated from the environ-
ment in an ultrahigh vacuum, and cooled to 
temperatures less than a microdegree above 
absolute zero, they are the coldest known 
material in the universe. The interactions 
between atoms in the gas can be tuned over 
seven orders of magnitude and from repul-
sive to attractive ( 4). The addition of stand-
ing waves made from interfering lasers at 
optical wavelengths gives rise to an optical 
lattice, a crystal of light, periodic just like 
the usual crystals made of matter. On page 
52 of this issue, Braun et al. ( 5) use these 
special features of ultracold quantum gases 
to produce a thermodynamic oddity—nega-
tive temperature.

Temperature is casually associated with 
hot and cold. How can something be “colder” 
than absolute zero? The answer lies in a more 
precise notion of temperature. Temperature is 
a single-parameter curve fi t to a probability 
distribution. Given a large number of parti-
cles, we can say each of them has a probabil-
ity to have some energy, P(E). Most will be in 
low-energy states and a few in higher-energy 
states. This probability distribution can be fi t 
very well with an exponential falling away to 
zero. Of course, the actual distribution may 
be very noisy, but an exponential fi t is still 
a good approximation (see the fi gure, panel 
A). Negative temperature means most parti-
cles are in a high-energy state, with a few in a 
low-energy state, so that the exponential rises 
instead of falls (see the fi gure, panel E).

To create negative temperature, Braun et 

al. had to produce an upper bound in energy, 
so particles could pile up in high-energy rather 
than low-energy states. In their experiment, 
there are three important kinds of energy: 
kinetic energy, or the energy of motion in the 
optical lattice; potential energy, due to mag-
netic fi elds trapping the gas; and interaction 
energy, due to interactions between the atoms 
in their gas. The lattice naturally gives an 

upper bound to kinetic energy via the forma-
tion of a band gap, a sort of energetic barrier 
to higher-energy states. The potential energy 
was made negative by the clever use of an 
anti-trap on top of the lattice, taking the shape 
of an upside-down parabola. Finally, the 
interactions were tuned to be attractive (neg-
ative). Thus, all three energies had an upper 
bound and, in principle, the atoms could pile 
up in high-energy states.

Braun et al. convinced their gas to undergo 
such a strange inversion using a quantum 
phase transition ( 6), an extension of the well-
known thermodynamic concept of phase tran-
sitions to a regime in which the temperature 
is so low that it plays no role in the change 
of phase. In this case, they worked with two 
phases, superfl uid and Mott insulator. In a 
superfl uid, the gas fl ows freely without vis-
cosity and is coherent, like a laser, but made 
of matter instead of light. In a Mott insula-
tor, the atoms freeze into a regular pattern and 
become incompressible, similar to a solid. 

Braun et al. fi rst make their atoms repulsive 
in a superfl uid phase. They tune them to a 
Mott insulating phase by simply turning up 
the intensity of the optical lattice lasers, mak-
ing the lattice deeper. Then they tune the inte-
reactions to be attractive and at the same time 
turn their trap upside down to be an anti-trap. 
Finally, they melt the Mott insulator to obtain 
an attractive superfl uid. These anti-traps have 
been used before, to create a self-propagat-
ing pulse of atoms that does not disperse (a 
bright soliton) from attractive gases in one 
dimension ( 7,  8). However, attractive quan-
tum gases in two and three dimensions can 
implode, rather spectacularly ( 9). This ten-
dency to implode is called negative pressure. 
The negative temperature is precisely what 
stabilizes the gas against negative pressure 
and implosion; the Mott insulator serves as 
a bridge state between positive temperature 
and pressure, and negative temperature and 
pressure (see the fi gure, panels B to D).

Braun et al.’s exploration of negative 
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A cloud of potassium atoms is tuned 

to negative temperatures via a quantum 

phase transition.
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Less than zero. (A) Temperature is a one-parameter fi t: As the energy gets large, the probability that an atom 
will have that energy falls away exponentially. A quantum phase transition from a repulsive superfl uid (B) to 
a Mott insulator (C) provides a bridge to an attractive superfl uid (D), resulting in negative pressure balanced 
by negative temperature (E).
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Population inversion of one-particle levels



1.4 Measuring TB vs. TG

To conclude this section, let us still clarify why the method employed, for example, by Braun et
al. [6] measures TB and not the thermodynamic temperature T = TG. We restrict ourselves to
sketching the main idea as the technical details of the derivation can be found in most modern
textbooks on statistical mechanics [15, 16].

We recall that Braun et al. [6] estimate an effective ‘temperature’ by fitting an exponential
Bose-Einstein function to their experimentally obtained one-particle distributions. Let us as-
sume their system contains N ⌅ 1 particles and denote the corresponding Hamiltonian by HN

and the DoS by ⇤N . Then, the formally exact MC one-particle density operator is given by

⇥1 = TrN�1[⇥N ] =
TrN�1[�(E �HN)]

⇤N
. (25)

To obtain an exponential (canonical) fitting formula, as used in the experiments, one first has to
rewrite ⇥1 in the equivalent form

⇥1 = exp[ln ⇥1]. (26)

Then, applying a standard steepest descent approximation [15, 16] to the logarithm and assum-
ing discrete one-particle levels E�, one finds for the relative occupancy p� of one-particle level
E� the canonical form16

p� ⇧
e�E�/(kBTB)

Z
, Z =

�

�

e�E�/(kBTB). (27)

The key observation here is that this exponential approximation features TB and not the absolute
thermodynamic Gibbs temperature T = TG. Hence, by fitting the one-particle distribution,
Braun et al. [6] determined the Boltzmann temperature TB, which can be negative, whereas the
thermodynamic Gibbs temperature T = TG is always non-negative. From the above definitions,
it is straightforward to show that, generally,

TB =
TG

1� kB/C
, (28)

where C = (⌅TG/⌅E)�1 is the heat capacity. Evidently, differences between TG and TB

become relevant only if |C| is close to or smaller than kB; in particular, TB is negative if
0 < C < kB. From a practical perspective, Eq. (28) is useful as it allows to reconstruct the
non-negative absolute temperature T = TG from measurements of TB and C, but TG can, of
course, also be directly measured.

16This becomes obvious by writing (25) for a given one-particle energy E� as p� = �N�1(E � E�)/�N (E) =
exp[ln�N�1(E � E�)]/�N (E) and expanding for E� ⇤ E, which gives p� ⌃ exp[�E�/(kBTB,N�1)] where
kBTB,N�1 ⇥ �N�1(E)/�⇥

N�1(E) in agreement with Eq. (7). That is, TB in (27) is actually the Boltzmann
temperature of the (N � 1)-particle system.
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ltracold quantum gases present an 
exquisitely tunable quantum sys-
tem. Applications include preci-

sion measurement ( 1), quantum simulations 
for advanced materials design ( 2), and new 
regimes of chemistry ( 3). Typically trapped 
in a combination of magnetic fi elds and laser 
beams, strongly isolated from the environ-
ment in an ultrahigh vacuum, and cooled to 
temperatures less than a microdegree above 
absolute zero, they are the coldest known 
material in the universe. The interactions 
between atoms in the gas can be tuned over 
seven orders of magnitude and from repul-
sive to attractive ( 4). The addition of stand-
ing waves made from interfering lasers at 
optical wavelengths gives rise to an optical 
lattice, a crystal of light, periodic just like 
the usual crystals made of matter. On page 
52 of this issue, Braun et al. ( 5) use these 
special features of ultracold quantum gases 
to produce a thermodynamic oddity—nega-
tive temperature.

Temperature is casually associated with 
hot and cold. How can something be “colder” 
than absolute zero? The answer lies in a more 
precise notion of temperature. Temperature is 
a single-parameter curve fi t to a probability 
distribution. Given a large number of parti-
cles, we can say each of them has a probabil-
ity to have some energy, P(E). Most will be in 
low-energy states and a few in higher-energy 
states. This probability distribution can be fi t 
very well with an exponential falling away to 
zero. Of course, the actual distribution may 
be very noisy, but an exponential fi t is still 
a good approximation (see the fi gure, panel 
A). Negative temperature means most parti-
cles are in a high-energy state, with a few in a 
low-energy state, so that the exponential rises 
instead of falls (see the fi gure, panel E).

To create negative temperature, Braun et 

al. had to produce an upper bound in energy, 
so particles could pile up in high-energy rather 
than low-energy states. In their experiment, 
there are three important kinds of energy: 
kinetic energy, or the energy of motion in the 
optical lattice; potential energy, due to mag-
netic fi elds trapping the gas; and interaction 
energy, due to interactions between the atoms 
in their gas. The lattice naturally gives an 

upper bound to kinetic energy via the forma-
tion of a band gap, a sort of energetic barrier 
to higher-energy states. The potential energy 
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anti-trap on top of the lattice, taking the shape 
of an upside-down parabola. Finally, the 
interactions were tuned to be attractive (neg-
ative). Thus, all three energies had an upper 
bound and, in principle, the atoms could pile 
up in high-energy states.

Braun et al. convinced their gas to undergo 
such a strange inversion using a quantum 
phase transition ( 6), an extension of the well-
known thermodynamic concept of phase tran-
sitions to a regime in which the temperature 
is so low that it plays no role in the change 
of phase. In this case, they worked with two 
phases, superfl uid and Mott insulator. In a 
superfl uid, the gas fl ows freely without vis-
cosity and is coherent, like a laser, but made 
of matter instead of light. In a Mott insula-
tor, the atoms freeze into a regular pattern and 
become incompressible, similar to a solid. 

Braun et al. fi rst make their atoms repulsive 
in a superfl uid phase. They tune them to a 
Mott insulating phase by simply turning up 
the intensity of the optical lattice lasers, mak-
ing the lattice deeper. Then they tune the inte-
reactions to be attractive and at the same time 
turn their trap upside down to be an anti-trap. 
Finally, they melt the Mott insulator to obtain 
an attractive superfl uid. These anti-traps have 
been used before, to create a self-propagat-
ing pulse of atoms that does not disperse (a 
bright soliton) from attractive gases in one 
dimension ( 7,  8). However, attractive quan-
tum gases in two and three dimensions can 
implode, rather spectacularly ( 9). This ten-
dency to implode is called negative pressure. 
The negative temperature is precisely what 
stabilizes the gas against negative pressure 
and implosion; the Mott insulator serves as 
a bridge state between positive temperature 
and pressure, and negative temperature and 
pressure (see the fi gure, panels B to D).
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Less than zero. (A) Temperature is a one-parameter fi t: As the energy gets large, the probability that an atom 
will have that energy falls away exponentially. A quantum phase transition from a repulsive superfl uid (B) to 
a Mott insulator (C) provides a bridge to an attractive superfl uid (D), resulting in negative pressure balanced 
by negative temperature (E).
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One-particle distribution

Steepest-descent approximation
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1.4 Measuring TB vs. TG

To conclude this section, let us still clarify why the method employed, for example, by Braun et
al. [6] measures TB and not the thermodynamic temperature T = TG. We restrict ourselves to
sketching the main idea as the technical details of the derivation can be found in most modern
textbooks on statistical mechanics [15, 16].

We recall that Braun et al. [6] estimate an effective ‘temperature’ by fitting an exponential
Bose-Einstein function to their experimentally obtained one-particle distributions. Let us as-
sume their system contains N ⌅ 1 particles and denote the corresponding Hamiltonian by HN

and the DoS by ⇤N . Then, the formally exact MC one-particle density operator is given by

⇥1 = TrN�1[⇥N ] =
TrN�1[�(E �HN)]

⇤N
. (25)

To obtain an exponential (canonical) fitting formula, as used in the experiments, one first has to
rewrite ⇥1 in the equivalent form

⇥1 = exp[ln ⇥1]. (26)

Then, applying a standard steepest descent approximation [15, 16] to the logarithm and assum-
ing discrete one-particle levels E�, one finds for the relative occupancy p� of one-particle level
E� the canonical form16

p� ⇧
e�E�/(kBTB)

Z
, Z =

�

�

e�E�/(kBTB). (27)

The key observation here is that this exponential approximation features TB and not the absolute
thermodynamic Gibbs temperature T = TG. Hence, by fitting the one-particle distribution,
Braun et al. [6] determined the Boltzmann temperature TB, which can be negative, whereas the
thermodynamic Gibbs temperature T = TG is always non-negative. From the above definitions,
it is straightforward to show that, generally,

TB =
TG

1� kB/C
, (28)

where C = (⌅TG/⌅E)�1 is the heat capacity. Evidently, differences between TG and TB

become relevant only if |C| is close to or smaller than kB; in particular, TB is negative if
0 < C < kB. From a practical perspective, Eq. (28) is useful as it allows to reconstruct the
non-negative absolute temperature T = TG from measurements of TB and C, but TG can, of
course, also be directly measured.

16This becomes obvious by writing (25) for a given one-particle energy E� as p� = �N�1(E � E�)/�N (E) =
exp[ln�N�1(E � E�)]/�N (E) and expanding for E� ⇤ E, which gives p� ⌃ exp[�E�/(kBTB,N�1)] where
kBTB,N�1 ⇥ �N�1(E)/�⇥

N�1(E) in agreement with Eq. (7). That is, TB in (27) is actually the Boltzmann
temperature of the (N � 1)-particle system.
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Quantum Hamiltonian of Mean Force

ZS(t) :=
Y (t)

ZB
= TrSe

−βH∗(t)

where

H∗(t) := − 1

β
ln

TrBe
−β(HS (t)+HSB+HB)

TrBe−βHB

also
e−βH

∗(t)

ZS(t)
=

TrBe
−βH(t)

Y (t)

M. Campisi, P. Talkner, P. Hänggi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 210401 (2009).
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Strong coupling: Example

System: Two-level atom; “bath”: Harmonic oscillator

H =
✏

2
�z + ⌦
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a†a +

1

2

◆
+ ��z
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a†a +

1
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2

�
artanh

✓
e��⌦ sinh(��)
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◆

� =
1

2�
ln

✓
1� 2e��⌦ cosh(��) + e�2�⌦

(1� e��⌦)2

◆

ZS = Tre��H⇤
FS = �kbT lnZS

SS = �@FS

@T
CS = T

@SS

@T
M. Campisi, P. Talkner, P. Hänggi, J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 42 392002

(2009)
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Entropy and specific heat
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Erunt multi qui, postquam mea scripta legerint, non ad 
contemplandum utrum vera sint quae dixerim, mentem
convertent, sed solum ad disquirendum quomodo, vel
iure vel iniuria, rationes meas labefactare possent.

G. Galilei, Opere (Ed. Naz., vol. I, p. 412)

There will be many who, when they will have read my 
paper, will apply their mind, not to examining whether 
what I have said is true, but only to seeking how, by 
hook or by crook, they could demolish my arguments.



Conclusions

• population inversion        microcanonical 

• bounded spectrum         ensembles not equivalent

• consistent thermostatistics         Gibbs entropy

• temperature always positive (‘by construction’)

• no Carnot efficiencies  > 1

• please correct textbooks & lecture notes

!
!

!
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Take‐Home‐Messages:g
T.D. of finite systems

• Use Gibbs‐Hertz‐ Entropy

• finite system‐bath couplingfinite system bath coupling

partition function: Z = ZS+B/ZBp + /

Then, all Grand Laws of T.D. are obeyed!

• temperature of a nanosystem does not 
fluctuate



A QUESTION ? 
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